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 .In this paper we determine the homology with trivial coefficients of the free
two-step nilpotent Lie algebras over the complex numbers. This is done by working
out the structure of the homology as a module under the general linear group. The
main tool is a Laplacian for the free two-step nilpotent Lie algebras, which turns
out to be closely related to the Casimir operator of the general linear group. We
are able to compute all eigenvalues of the Laplacian on the chain complex.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of open questions in the theory of finite dimensional
nilpotent Lie algebras. The classification problem for example is even for
.two-step nilpotent Lie algebras still out of reach at the present time. One
is therefore interested in less general results in order to make progress. A
 .classic topic for such results is the co- homology. In a well known paper
w xKostant Kost computed the cohomology of Lie algebras that appear as
nilpotent radicals of parabolic subalgebras in semisimple Lie algebras. It is
 .thus desirable to gain co- homology information for the non-Kostant
case.
Let f denote the free Lie algebra of rank r G 2 over the complexr
3 . w w xxnumbers and C f s f , f , f denote the third part of the descendingr r r r
3 .central series. Then m s f rC f is called the free two-step nilpotentr r r
Lie algebra of rank r. We choose a vector space complement E of the
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 . X w x  4Abelian commutator ideal E s m , m and a basis e , . . . , e of E sor r 1 r
X w xthat we can write E s [ C f , where f s e , e for 1 F i - j Fi j i j i j1F i- jF r
r. These Lie algebras are not covered by Kostant's theorem since dim EX )
dim E if r ) 2. Nevertheless we use a similar method to calculate the
homology of the free two-step nilpotent Lie algebras.
 .  .We consider the natural action of the reductive group GL s GL r, Cr
on E s [r Ce , which can be extended to the whole Lie algebra mi ris1
since EX , L2E and m s E [ EX. This induces a GL action on the chainr r
 U .complex L m , ­ that commutes with the boundary operators and hencer
 .gives a GL structure on the homology with trivial coefficients . At ther
same time we study the Lie algebra Laplacian that corresponds to a
certain choice of a positive Hermitian form on m . This Laplacian is anr
operator of degree zero on the chain complex, and its kernel can be
identified with the homology. It turns out that the Laplacian commutes
with our GL action and reduces to a scalar multiplication on eachr
irreducible submodule. The key to our result is that we can find an
element in the center of the universal enveloping algebra of the matrix Lie
algebra gl that equals the Laplacian as a gl morphism on the chainr r
complex of m . In fact we are able to compute the difference between ther
Laplacian and the Casimir operator of gl . This leads to explicit formulaer
for all the Laplace eigenvalues on the chain complex with respect to the
decomposition into GL -irreducible components. The structure of ther
homology as GL module is then given by the collection of all simpler
submodules that belong to the zero eigenvalue. It turns out that there is a
surprisingly simple condition that characterizes the irreducible submodules
with zero eigenvalue: The corresponding partition has to be self-conjugate.
As corollaries we can prove a classical character identity that goes back to
D. E. Littlewood and a polynomial formula for the Betti numbers as
functions of the rank r. We close our paper with a theorem that transfers
our homology result to cohomology.
2. REPRESENTATION THEORY OF THE GENERAL
LINEAR GROUP
In this section we give the necessary background of the representation
w xtheory of the general linear group. All the details may be found in FuHa ,
w x w xKra , and Mac .
2.1. Irreducible Modules and Partitions
It is a classical result that each finite dimensional representation of
 .GL s GL r, C can be decomposed into irreducible submodules. In thisr
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paper we study certain polynomial modules, which means that the matrix
entries of the corresponding representation map are given by polynomials.
We let M pol denote the set of all equivalence classes of irreducibler
polynomial GL modules.r
 .By a partition, we mean a series l s l , l , . . . , l , . . . of nonnegative1 2 r
 < 4integers such that l G l G ??? G l G ??? and a i l / 0 - `. The1 2 r i
 .  < 4  .length of a partition l is defined to be l l s max i l / 0 . If l l s ri
 .we drop all the zero components and write l s l , l , . . . , l . We will1 2 r
refer to P as the set of all partitions of length at most r.r
The well known theory of highest weights gives a parameterization of
the polynomial irreducible GL modules by partitions of length F r, i.e.,r
we have bijection
1:1 polP ª M ,r r
l ¬ V l , .
 .where V l is an irreducible module with highest weight l.
We will use two additional notations to write down partitions. The first
 .one is the so-called Young diagram Y l of a partition l, which is just the
graphical arrangement of l boxes in the ith row. For example, the Youngi
 .diagram of l s 5, 3, 3, 1 looks like
.
 .We identify a box in a Young diagram with the pair i, j that numbers the
 .  .row i and the column j of the box. For each box i, j g Y l we associate
 .the so-called hook number h i, j , which equals the number of boxes
directly below or directly to the right, including the box itself once. In
 .  .  .Y 5, 3, 3, 1 , for example, we have h 1, 2 s 6 and h 2, 3 s 2. The conju-
X X  < 4gate l of a partition l is defined by l s a j l G i , i.e., one gets thei j
Young diagram of lX by transposing that of l. The other notation that we
will use in the sequel is due to Frobenius. Let d s d be the number ofl
 . Xdiagonal boxes of Y l . Set a s l y i and b s l y i for i s 1, . . . , d,i i i i
i.e., a equals the number of boxes in the ith row to the right of thei
diagonal and b equals the number of boxes in the ith column below thei
diagonal. We have a ) ??? ) a G 0 and b ) ??? ) b G 0 and write1 d 1 d
 < .  < .l s a b s a , . . . , a b , . . . , b . In our example we have l s1 d 1 d
 .  < . X  .  < .5, 3, 3, 1 s 4, 1, 0 3, 1, 0 and l s 4, 3, 3, 1, 1 . The conjugate of a b
 < . Xis obviously b a and a partition l is called self-conjugate if l s l , i.e.,
 .Y l is symmetric or a s b in the Frobenius notation. Finally we call
< < rl s  l the absolute value of l.is1 i
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2.2. Lie Algebra and Casimir Operator
 .Here we consider the Lie algebra gl s Mat r = r, C of GL . If we arer r
 .  .given a polynomial representation r : GL ª GL V we often switch tor
 .the derivative representation dr : gl ª End V withr
d
<dr A s r exp sA , A g gl . .  . . ss0 rds
This can be done without loss of any information. In particular a decompo-
sition of a GL module into irreducibles is also valid for the correspondingr
gl module. In the following proposition we give a typical example, whichr
we will use later on. The proof follows immediately from the definitions.
 .  .PROPOSITION 1. Let r : GL ª GL V be a polynomial representationr
of GL .r
 .a By setting
g ¨ n ??? n ¨ s r g ¨ n r g ¨ n ??? n r g ¨ .  .  . .? 1 p 1 2 p
 .  .for g g GL and ¨ g V we obtain a polynomial representation L r ofr i
GL on the exterior algebra LU V s [ L pV.r pG 0
 .  .  U .b For the deri¨ ati¨ e representation dL r : gl ª End L V we getr
p
A ¨ n ??? n ¨ s ¨ n ??? n dr A ¨ n ??? n ¨ , .  . . ? 1 p 1 i p
is1
with A g gl and ¨ g V.r i
Our motivation to switch to the Lie algebra situation is to study the
 < 4action of the Casimir operator of gl . Let E 1 F i, j F r denote ther i j
standard basis of gl and b: gl = gl ª C the bilinear form withr r r
 .  .b A, B s trace AB . The form b is nondegenerate and invariant in the
w x .  w x.sense that b A, B , C s b A, B, C holds for all A, B g gl . The dualr
 k4 kbasis E is then given by E s E and for each gl representation D :i j i j ji r
 .  .gl ª End V , the Casimir operator C g End V is defined to ber D
r
C s D E D E . .  .D i j ji
i , js1
It is a well known fact that the Casimir operator commutes with the
corresponding representation and thus acts as a scalar multiplication on
irreducible modules by Schur's lemma.
 .PROPOSITION 2. Let V, r be a GL representation, W ; V an irre-r
 .ducible subspace with highest weight l s l , . . . , l g P , and D s dr be1 r r
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<  .the corresponding representation of gl . Then C s c l Id , whereWr D W
r
2c l s l y 2 il q r q 1 l . .  . i i i
is1
 .Proof. Let w g W be a vector of highest weight, i.e., D E w s 0 forl ji l
 .all i ) j and D E w s l w for i s 1, . . . , r. Thus we havei i l i l
r
2C w s D E D E w q l w .  . D l i j ji l i l /
i/j is1
r
2s D E , E w q l w . i j ji l i l /
i-j is1
r
2s D E y E w q l w . i i j j l i l /
i-j is1
r r r
2s r y i l y i y 1 l q l w .  .  i i i l /
is1 is1 is1
r
2s l y 2 il q r q 1 l w . . . i i i l
is1
3. THE HOMOLOGY THEOREM
In order to define the homology with trivial coefficients of a Lie algebra
 U .g we use the standard complex L g , ­# . If p ) 0 the boundary opera-
tors ­ : L p g ª L py1 g are given byp
$ $iq jq1w x­ x n ??? n x s y1 x , x n x n ??? x ??? x ??? n x . . p 1 p i j 1 i j p
i-j
and by ­ s 0 in the case p F 0. It follows that ­ ­ s 0 and the pthp p pq1
 .homology space with trivial coefficients in C is defined to be
H g s H g ; C s ker ­ rim ­ . .  .p p p pq1
We now return to the free two-step nilpotent Lie algebras m of ther
introduction. Recall that we have E s [r Ce , EX s [ C f , andi i jis1 1F i- jF r
X w xm s E [ E . The nontrivial bracket relations are given by f s e , e forr i j i j
1 F i - j F r. Let us consider the natural action of GL on E , C r. Sincer
EX , L2E as vector spaces, we obtain a GL structure on EX by settingr
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w x w xg f s g e , e s g e , g e for g g GL . We thus arrive at a nice action? i j ? i j ? i ? j r
of GL on our nilpotent Lie algebra m . Proposition 1 gives us the reciper r
to extend this action to the chain complex: For g g GL and x n ??? n xr 1 p
g L p m we haver
g x n ??? n x s g x n ??? n g x n ??? n g x . .? 1 p ? 1 ? i ? p
 .The weight m s m , . . . , m of a typical basis vector e n ??? n e n1 r a a1 k
f n ??? n f of Lkqm m is then given byb g b g r1 1 m m
< < <m s a j a s i q a s b s i q a t g s i G 0 4  4 4i j s t
for i s 1, . . . , r. It is obvious that LU m is a polynomial module and thatr
the boundary operators commute with the action. By this we obtain an
 .interesting polynomial GL structure on the homology spaces H m forr p r
which we want to find an explicit rule for the decomposition into irre-
ducibles.
Let us look at the chain complex first and see what we can say about
U  .the multiplicities m in the decomposition L m , [ m V l . Sincel r llg P r
m s E [ EX it follows thatr
L p m , LkE m LmEX , LkE m Lm L2E . .[ [r
kqmsp kqmsp
k k r .  k .The module L E , L C is irreducible and equivalent to V 1 , where
 k .  .1 s 1, 1, . . . , 1 . On the other hand, there is the following so-called
plethysm result.
 .LEMMA 3. For 0 F m F r r y 1 r2 we let B denote the set of allm
< <partitions m g P with m s 2m whose Frobenius notation looks liker
 < .a , . . . , a a q 1, . . . , a q 1 . Then1 d 1 d
LmEX , Lm L2E , V m . .  .[
mgBm
Proof. This formula is equivalent to a certain character identity, which
w xcan be found in Mac, I.5, Ex. 10 . Here we give a simple direct proof based
on an induction over m, the case m s 1 being clear. We thus assume that
 < .the assertion holds for m y 1. If m s a , . . . , a a q 1, . . . , a q 1 g1 d 1 d
B we setm
w s f n ??? n f n f n ??? n f n ???m 1, 2 1, a q2 2, 3 2, a q31 2
n f n ??? n f .d , dq1 d , a qdq1d
This is a highest weight vector for all m g B and we denote them
m X  :corresponding irreducible submodule in L E by GL w . It follows thatr ? m
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 : m XW s [ GL w is a submodule of L E . In order to show equal-r ? mm g Bm
my 1 X X m X  .ity we consider the map f : L E m E ¸ L E with f ¨ m f s ¨ nm m i j
f . Obviously f is a surjective GL morphism. We are done if we cani j m r
show that the image of f lies in W. The induction hypothesis givesm
my 1 X  :L E , [ GL w . Furthermore we define the map ; : B ªr ? n mn g Bmy 1
B by settingmy 1
;
<a , . . . , a a q 1, . . . , a y 1 .1 d 1 d
<a , . . . , a a q 1, . . . a q 1 , a s 0, .1 dy1 1 dy1 ds  <a , . . . , a , a y 1 a q 1, . . . a q 1, a a / 0. .1 dy1 d 1 dy1 d d
 .Then f w m f s w and since f is invariant under the GL -m m d, a qdq1 m m rÄ d
action the proof is complete.
The initial data that follow from Lemma 3 can be pictured as
XE , V 1, 1 5 r G 2 , .  .Ã
X2L E , V 2, 1, 1 5 r G 3 , .  .Ã
X3L E , 3, 1, 1, 1 [ V 2, 2, 2 5 [ r G 4 . .  .  .Ã
The next step in our method of procedure is the decomposition of the
tensor products LkE m LmEX. This is done in the following lemma, which is
also known as Pieri's formula.
LEMMA 4. For m g P and 0 F k F r we let T k denote the set of allr m
 .partitions l g P whose Young diagram Y l can be obtained by adding kr
boxes to that of m but at most one box in each row. This may be written
k  < < < < < 4formally as T s l g P l s m q k, 0 F l y m F 1 . Thenm r i i
V 1k m V m , V l . .  .  .[
klgTm
w x w  .xProof. See, for example, Mac, I.5.17 or FuHa, Sect. A.1, Ex. A.32 v .
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Putting together the information of Lemmas 3 and 4 we obtain a pretty
good understanding of the GL structure of the chain complex, which wer
like to summarize in the following
 .  . 2 <THEOREM 5. For 0 F p F r r q 1 r2 we set A s k, m g Z 0 Fp
 . 4k F r, 0 F m F r r y 1 r2, k q m s p . Then
 .r rq1 r2
UL m , V l , .[ [ [ [r
kps0  . mgBk , m gA lgTmp m
where the sets B and T k are defined in Lemmas 3 and 4, respecti¨ ely.m m
Here the initial data for r G 4 looks like
m 5 [ ,Ãr
2L m 5 [ [ [ ,Ãr
3L m 5 [ [ [ [ [Ãr
[ [ [ .
If one continues to produce the decomposition of the chain spaces in the
above manner an interesting phenomenon appears:
 .PROPOSITION 6. Let m be the multiplicity of V l in the decompositionl
U  X  . .of L m . If l g P is self-conjugate i.e., l s l or Y l is symmetric , thenr r
 . dl  < l <ydl.r2 Xm s 1 and V l appears in the decomposition of L E m L E ;l
L < l <qdl.r2 m .r
Proof. According to Theorem 5 the multiplicity m of a Young diagraml
 .  .Y l equals the number of distinct possibilities to get from Y l to a
 d.Young diagram of a partition of the form a , a q 1 by removing a
certain amount of boxes, but at most one in each row. If l is self-con-
 .jugate, i.e., Y l is symmetric, then there is exactly one such possibility:
the removal of one box in each of the first d rows. Recall that d denotesl l
 .the number of diagonal boxes of Y l . In the notation of Theorem 5 we
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< <   ..then have k s d F r and 2m s l y d F r r y 1 r2, i.e., 0 F p s k ql l
 < < .   ..m s l q d r2 F r r q 1 r2 s dim m .l r
Since the boundary maps ­ are module morphisms we get the ``=p
part'' of the following theorem.
THEOREM 7. Let S denote the set of all self-conjugate partitions l withp
< <  .   < . < < < 4l s 2 p y d and l l F r, i.e., S s l s a a g P a s p . Thenl p r
the decomposition into irreducibles of the pth homology of free two-step
nilpotent Lie algebras of rank r as a module under GL is gi¨ en byr
H m , V l . .  .[p r
lgSp
We will be able to prove this theorem at the end of the following section,
where the results about the eigenvalues of the Laplacian are available.
4. LAPLACIAN AND THE PROOF OF THE
HOMOLOGY THEOREM
4.1. Lie Algebra Laplacians
 .Let g be an arbitrary Lie algebra over C, say that comes with a
 :positive Hermitian form ? , ? . By setting
0 p / q ,
 :x n ??? n x , y n ??? n y s1 p 1 q  : det x , y , p s q , .i j i j
we get a positive form on the chain complex LU g. If p G 0 we let d :p
L p g ª L pq1 g denote the adjoint homomorphism of ­ with respect topq1
 :? , ? .
 4 w xLEMMA 8. Let e , . . . , e be an orthonormal basis of g with e , e s1 n i j
n ck e for 1 F i - j F n. Thenks1 i j k
p $iq1d x n ??? n x s y1 d x n x n ??? x ??? n x , .  . . p 1 p 1 i 1 i p
is1
 . k  .where d is gi¨ en by d e s  c e n e k s 1, . . . , n .1 1 k i- j i j i j
 :Proof. It is a straightforward task to verify the equation ­ ¨ , w spq1
U :¨ , d w on the induced orthonormal basis of L g.p
 p .   :.The pth Laplacian D g End L g of the pair g , ? , ? is defined top
be
D s d ­ q ­ d .p py1 p pq1 p
 U .The Laplacian D s [ D g End L g is a self-adjoint operator thatppG 0
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 :  :  :commutes with d and ­ . Since u, Du s u, d ­ uq­ du s ­ u, ­ u q
 :du, du we see that D is positive semidefinite and that Du vanishes if and
only if ­ u s 0 and du s 0. Finally we have the following important result
 w x w x.see Kost or Fuk .
PROPOSITION 9. The kernel of D is a complete set of representati¨ es forp
 .the homology classes in H g , i.e., there is a natural isomorphismp
ker D , H g . .p p
 .  p < 4Proof. For c g C we define E c, p s u g L g D u s cu . Thenp
  ..  .  .  .­ E c, p ; E c, p y 1 and we obtain a subcomplex E c s [ E c, pp
of LU g. The homology of these subcomplexes constitutes a graduation of
 .  . .  .the big homology: H g s [ H g c . If c / 0 then E c is acyclic, i.e.,p pc
 . .H# g c s 0. For c s 0 we have ­ s 0 and the result follows.c
4.2. A Laplacian for Free Two-Step Nilpotent Lie Algebras
 :  4Let ? , ? be the Hermitian form on m such that our basis e , . . . , er 1 r
 < 4j f 1 F i - j F r is orthonormal. Following the above procedure wei j
p pq1  U .obtain d : L m ª L m and a Laplacian D g End L m . Since dp r r r p
obviously commutes with our GL action the same is true for D. We willr
show that D is a scalar multiplication on each irreducible submodule of
LU m and that there is a surprisingly simple formula for the correspondingr
eigenvalues. To this end we compare the action of the Laplacian with that
of the Casimir operator that belongs to the induced action of the Lie
algebra gl .r
 U .THEOREM 10. Let D s dr : gl ª End L m denote the Lie algebrar r
 < 4morphism of our GL action and E g gl 1 F i, j F r denote the stan-r i j r
r  .dard basis of gl . Set D s  D E and consider the Casimir operatorr is1 i i
 .  .with respect to D , i.e., C s  D E D E . Then1F i, jF r i j ji
1D s r D y C . .2
In order to keep a straight line to the proof of the homology theorem we
postpone the proof of Theorem 10 until the last section.
Now we are able to compute the Laplace eigenvalues on the chain
complex explicitly. It might be helpful for the reader to recall the defini-
tion of the Frobenius notation of a partition in Section 2.1.
 U . . UTHEOREM 11. Let L m l be an irreducible submodule of L mr r
 < .which corresponds to the partition l s a , . . . , a b , . . . , b . Then1 d 1 d
< U < UD s Q l ? Id , .L m .l. L m .l.r r
where
d d
1 1<Q l s Q a b s a q b q 1 b y a g Z. .  .  . . i i i i i i2 2
is1 is1
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Proof. The operator D commutes with D and reduces to a multiplica-
< < rtion with l s  l on each irreducible component with highest weightis1 i
 .l. According to Proposition 2 the eigenvalue c l of the Casimir operator
 U . .on L m l is given byr
r
2c l s l y 2 il q r q 1 l . .  . i i i
is1
1  .Since D s r D y C we arrive at the following formula for the Laplace2
eigenvalue:
r
1 2Q l s y l y 2 il q l . ) .  . . i i i2
is1
 .In order to prove the above expression for Q l , we proceed with an
 < .induction on d s d . Assume d s 1, i.e., l s a b with certain a , b gl
 .  .N . Then l s a q 1, 1, . . . , 1 and l l s b q 1. According to formula0
1 .  < .  . .) we then get Q a b s a q b q 1 b y a . Now we suppose that2
Ä  < .the theorem holds for d y 1. If we define l s a , . . . , a b , . . . , b1 dy1 1 dy1
it remains to be shown that
Ä2Q l y 2Q l s a q b q 1 b y a . .  .  . . d d d d
It follows immediately from the definition of the Frobenius notation that
Äl s l , . . . , l , l y a y 1, 1 dy1 d d
l y 1, . . . , l y 1, l , . . . , l ,.dq1 dqb dqb q1 rd d
 .and with formula ) we compute
Äy2Q l s y2Q l , . . . , l . . 1 dy1
2q l y a y 1 y 2 d l y a y 1 q l y a y 1 .  .d d d d d d
y 2Q l y 1, . . . , l y 1 y 2Q l , . . . , l .  .dq1 dqb dqb q1 rd d
s y2Q l q a q 1 2 d q a y 2l .  .  .d d d
dqb dqbd d
q 2 i y 2 l  i
isdq1 isdq1
s y2Q l y a q 1 a q d q b d q b q 1 .  .  .  .d d d d
dqbd
y d d q 1 y 2 d . 
isdq1
s y2Q l y a 2 y a q b 2 q b . d d d d
s y2Q l q a q b q 1 b y a , .  .  .d d d d
which completes the proof.
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 7 on the GL structure of ther
homology of two-step nilpotent Lie algebras.
Proof of Theorem 7. It follows from our results on the decomposition of
 .the chain complex into irreducibles see Theorem 5 that each partition l
 < .with Frobenius presentation a , . . . , a b , . . . , b that occurs with a1 d 1 d
positive multiplicity satisfies the relationship a F b for i s 1, . . . , d. If wei i
are given such a partition the formula for the Laplace eigenvalues in
 .Theorem 11 says that Q l is zero if and only if a s b for all i s 1, . . . , d.i i
This is exactly the definition for self-conjugate partitions. According to
Proposition 6, the multiplicity of a self-conjugate partition is 1, and since
the zero space of the Laplacian is a set of homology class representatives
 .see Proposition 9 , the theorem is proved.
At this point it is natural to ask if our method can be generalized to the
higher nilpotency classes. Here we still have an action of the general linear
group and we could choose the so-called Hall basis to define a positive
Hermitian form and the corresponding Laplacian. However, already the
three-step nilpotent case shows that there is a negative answer to the
above question.
Remark 12. In the case of free three-step nilpotent Lie algebras there
is a partition that appears with multiplicity 2 in the second chain space, but
only one copy survives in the homology.
5. SOME APPLICATIONS
5.1. A Character Identity
Let V be a polynomial GL module and T be the subgroup of diagonalr r
 .  <matrices of GL . For any m s m , . . . , m g Z we define V s ¨ g Vr 1 r m
 . m1 m r 4t¨ s diag t , . . . , t ¨ s t ??? t ¨ for all t g T . We have V s [ V ,1 r 1 r r mm g P
 < 4where P s m g Z V / 0 is called the set of weights. By the characterm
of V we mean the polynomial
m1 m r w xch V X s dim V X ??? X g Z X , . . . , X . .  m 1 r 1 r
mgP
The fundamental properties of the character are
v  .   . < .ch V X s trace diag X , . . . , X V1 r
v V , W m ch V s ch W
v  .ch V X is a symmetric polynomial
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v  .dim V s ch V 1, . . . , 1
v  .ch V [ W s ch V q ch W
v  .ch V m W s ch V ch W?
v
liqryi r ryi r . .  .   . .   . .ch V l X s s X s det X r det Xl j i, js1 j i, js1
The irreducible characters of the last item are called Schur polynomials.
They form a Z basis for the space of all symmetric polynomials in
w xZ X , . . . , X . It is a challenging game to decompose a given symmetric1 r
polynomial into its Schur components. Here we recover a classic example
 w x.for such a decomposition that goes back to Littlewood cf. Lit, 11.9; 5 .
 .COROLLARY 13. Let N s dim m s r r q 1 r2 and consider the Eulerr
 . N  . p   .. .character of m defined as x m ; X s  y1 ch H m X . Thenr r ps0 p r
r








p<s y1 trace diag X , . . . , X .  . . L m1 r r
ps0
<s det 1 y diag X , . . . , X . .m1 r r
r
s 1 y X 1 y X X .  . i i j
is1 1Fi-jFr
Here the first equality is a special case of the Euler]Poincare principle cf.Â
w x.Lan, XX, Sect. 3 . On the other hand, we have according to Theorem 7
that
 < < .l yd r2lx m ; X s y1 s X .  .  .r l
X
lsl
and thus the proof is complete.
5.2. The Betti Numbers
It follows from Theorem 7 that it suffices to take one of the beautiful
formulae for the dimensions of the irreducible GL modules in orderr
 .  .compute the Betti numbers b r s dim H m of the free two-stepp p r
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w xnilpotent Lie algebras. We refer to FuHa, Sect. 6.1, Ex. 6.4 for the
formula
r y i q j
dim V l s s 1, . . . , 1 s . .  . l h i , j . .  .i , j gY l
 .  .Recall that h i, j denotes the hook number of box i, j in the Young
 .diagram Y l defined in Section 2.1. Putting the information together we
obtain the following
 .COROLLARY 14. The Betti numbers b r of the free two-step nilpotent Liep
algebras of rank r are polynomials in r and explicitly are gi¨ en by
r y i q j
b r s dim H m s , .  .  p p r h i , j . .  .i , j gY llgSp
where S is the parameter set of Theorem 7.p
5.3. The Cohomology Theorem
Since we deal with finite dimensional Lie algebras and homology coeffi-
cients in the ground field C the cohomology is just the dual space of the
 w x.homology spaces i.e., cf. Fuk, Chap. 1, Sect. 3.1
Up p pH m s H m ; C s H m s Hom H m ; C . .  .  .  . .r r p r C r
  ..If r : GL ª GL H m denotes our action of Section 3 we can thusr p r
U  p ..switch to the contragredient action r : GL ª GL H m withr r
 U  . . .   y1 . . p .  .r g v x s v r g x for g g GL , v g H m , and x g H m .? r r p r
The contragredient structure on the cohomology is obviously not polyno-
 w x w x.mial, but we still have the notion of highest weights see FuHa or Kra :
Every irreducible complex representation of GL corresponds to a uniquer
highest weight l g Z r with l G l G ??? G l . The relationship between1 2 r
a module and its contragredient representation is given by
 .PROPOSITION 15. Let V l denote an irreducible GL module withr
r  .Uhighest weight l g Z . Then the contragredient module V l is also irre-
 .ducible and isomorphic to the module V yl , yl , . . . , yl .r ry1 1
w x w xProof. See FuHa, Sect. 15.5, Ex. 15.50 or Kra, III.1.4, Bem. 2 .
So we obtain the cohomology theorem
THEOREM 16. The GL structure of the pth cohomology of free two-stepr
nilpotent Lie algebras of rank r is gi¨ en by
H p m , V yl , . . . , yl , yl , .  .[r r 2 1
lgSp
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where S is the parameter set of certain self-conjugate partitions defined inp
Theorem 7.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 10
 .  4  <Recall that we have chosen the orthonormal basis e , . . . , e j f 11 r i j
4 w x F i - j F r of m , where f s e , e . This gives rise to a natural ortho-r i j i j
. Unormal basis of the chain complex L m , which contains e n ??? n er a a1 k
nf n ??? n f as a typical basis element of Lkqm m . In order tob g b g r1 1 m m
save space and reduce the optical complexity of the upcoming calculations
we introduce the following notation:
w x w x w xa bg s a ??? a b g ??? b g1 k 1 1 m m
s e n ??? n e n f n ??? n f ,a a b g b g1 k 1 1 m m
of course always with the obvious limitations on the indices. The action of
the boundary operator and its adjoint reduce to
$ $iq jq1w x w x w x­ a bg s y1 a a a ??? a ??? a ??? a bg . . p i j 1 i j k
1Fi-jFk
and
m $kq iq1w x w x w x w xd a bg s y1 b g a b g ??? b g ??? b g . . . p i i 1 1 i i m m
is1
It follows that
$ $iq jq1w x w x w xd­ a bg s y1 d a a a ??? a ??? a ??? a bg . .   /i j 1 i j k
1Fi-jFk
$ $iq jq1 w xs y1 a a a ??? a ??? a ??? a bg . i j 1 i j k
1Fi-jFk
m $ $iq jqkqlq1 w xq y1 b g a a a ??? a ??? a ??? .  l l i j i i j
1Fi-jFk ls1
$
w x w x w xa b g ??? b g ??? b gk 1 1 l l m m
k k y 1 . w xs a bg y R ,
2
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where
m
R [ a ??? a b a ??? a g a ???  1 iy1 l iq1 jy1 l jq1
1Fi-jFk ls1
w x w x w x w x w xa b g ??? b g a a b g ??? b g .k 1 1 ly1 ly1 i j lq1 lq1 m m
On the other hand we have
m $kq iq1w x w x w x w x­ d a bg s y1 ­ b g a b g ??? b g ??? b g . .   /i i 1 1 i i m m
is1
m $kq iq1w x w x w x w xs y1 b g a b g ??? b g ??? b g . i i 1 1 i i m m
is1
m k $kq iqjq1q y1 b a g a ??? a ??? .  i j i 1 j
is1 js1
$
w x w x w xa b g ??? b g ??? b gk 1 1 i i m m
m k $kq iqj w xq y1 g a b a ??? a ??? .  i j i 1 j
is1 js1
$
w x w x w xa b g ??? b g ??? b gk 1 1 i i m m
m $ $kq iqjql w xq y1 a a b g a ??? a ??? a ??? .  j l i i 1 j l
is1 1Fj-lFk
$
w x w x w xa b g ??? b g ??? b gk 1 1 i i m m
w xs ma bg y S y S q R ,1 2
where
m k
w x w xS [ a ??? a g a ??? a b g ??? b a ??? b g , 1 1 jy1 i jq1 k 1 1 i j m m
is1 js1
m k
w x w x w xS [ a ??? a b a ??? a b g ??? a g ??? b g . 2 1 jy1 i jq1 k 1 1 j i m m
is1 js1
Hence
w x w x2D a bg s k k y 1 q 2m a bg y 2S y 2S . . .  . 1 2
Now we turn to the right-hand side of the asserted equation. It is clear that
w x w xr D a bg s r k q 2m a bg . .
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and thus it remains to show that
!w x w xC a bg 5 k r y k q 1 q 2m r y 1 a bg q 2S q 2S . .  . .  . 1 2
To this end we compute
w xC a bg .
r k
w xs D E a ??? E a ??? a bg . . i j 1 ji l k /
i , js1 ls1
r m
w x w xq D E a b g ??? E b , g ??? b g . . i j 1 1 ji s s m m /
i , js1 ss1
r m
w x w xq D E a b g ??? b , E g ??? b g . . i j 1 1 s ji s m m /
i , js1 ss1
r k
w xs D E a ??? a ja ??? a bg . .  a j 1 ly1 lq1 kl
js1 ls1
r m
w x w x w xq D E a b g ??? j, g ??? b g . .  b j 1 1 s m ms
js1 ss1
r m
w x w x w xq D E a b g ??? b , j ??? b g . .  g j 1 1 s m ms
js1 ss1
w xs k r y k q 1 a bg .
k m
w x w x w xq a ??? a b a ??? a b g ??? a g ??? b g  1 ly1 j lq1 k 1 1 l j m m
ls1 js1^ ` _
s S2k m
w x w xq a ??? a g a ??? a b g ??? b a ??? b g  1 ly1 j lq1 k 1 1 j l m m
ls1 js1^ ` _
s S1m k
w x w x w xq a ??? a b a ??? a b g ??? a g ??? b g  1 jy1 s jq1 k 1 1 j s m m
ss1 js1^ ` _
s S2m m
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w xq m r y 1 a bg .
m m
w x w x w xq a b g ??? b b ??? g g ??? b g  1 1 j s j s m m
ss1 js1^ ` _
\ T2m k
w x w xq a ??? a g a ??? a b g ??? b a ??? b g  1 jy1 s jq1 k 1 1 s j m m
ss1 js1^ ` _
s S1m m
w x w x w xq a b g ??? g g ??? b b ??? b g  1 1 s j s j m m
ss1 js1^ ` _
s yT2m m
w x w xq a b g ??? b g ??? b g ??? b g  1 1 j s s j m m
ss1 js1
j/s^ ` _
s yT1w xq m r y 1 a bg .
w xs k r y k q 1 q 2m r y 1 a bg q 2S q 2S .  . . 1 2
This makes our proof complete.
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